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- We present a new heuristlc m6thod for solving

salesman problem which is NP-hard. Given a small set

we first fit a Caussian process regreision function and

a route that minimizes this regressibn function. The

is further transform into a TSP tour. The numerical
shows that our approach'can find a reasonably good

Traveling salesman problem; Gaussian process

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

traveling salesman problem (TSP) can simply be
as: if a taveling salesman wishes to visit each city

once [1]. The problem is widely studied by
ticians and operation researchers because it is

applied on real wodd problems, such as finding
distance on logistic problems [2] and optimizing

ion sequence for scheduling problems [3].
is a representative of a larger class of problems

as combinatorial optrmization problems. The class of
is NP-complete. Thus, the running times for any

algorithms to solve the TSP increases exponentially
tle number of cities [4].
Although the problem is difficult, a large'number of
istics methods perform well; some instances with many

of cities can be solved. ln 1994, Applegate, Bixby,
and Cook [5] solve a traveling salesman problem

models the production of printed circuit.boards having
holes. Later, they solve another problem with over the
largest cities in the U.S. .

Gaussian process regression (GPR) provides a powerful
for modeling data that exhibit complex

istics such as nonlinear behaviors while retaining
is6l simplicity. Gaussian process is a collection of

variables, any finite number of which has (consistent)
ian distribution. An example of Gaussian process

ions is in prediction contol [6].
,We employ some random tours (independent variables)
tohl costs or total distances (dependent variables) to

a total cost function. Therefore, TSP can be viewed
regression problem. The relationship between dependent
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thus, multiple linear regressions cannot be applied. GPR is
capable of fitting arbitary-shaped functions, so it is selected
to fit a response function for TSP.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Development of TSP and related works on GPR are
described as follows: Sections A and C. We describe back
ground theory GPR on Sections B.

A. Traveting Salesman Problems

The classical TSP is symmetric. Lui, Ng and Ong [7]
propose a heuristic for the classical symmetric TSP. TheA
method is to split a TSP tour into overlapped blocks and then
improve each block separately. By doing a local search using
the Generalized Crossing method, each block is explored
intensively in order to improve the existing solution. When
comparing with an adaptive neural network method, this
algorithm obtains a better solution [7].

The constraint for TSP is not only to visit all the cities
exactly once but sometimes TSP also adds other conditions on
distance or cost such as the Orienteering and Discounted-
Reward TSP, where both are NP-hard [8]. The goal of the
Orienteering TSP is to find the path with maximum reward
collected, subject to a hard limit on total distance. While in
the Discounted-Reward TSP, the length limit is given a

discount factor in order to maximize total discount reward
collected [8].

TSP is applied to many real-world situations. One of
popular situations is when cities can be dynamically added or
removed. Varga, Chira, and Dumitescu [9] develop their
agent approach to solve this problem. Proposed Multi-agent
approach is based on the Sensitive Stigmergic Agent System
model refined with new types of messages between agents.
The agent sends messages every time change occurs, for
instance, when an agent observes that the city has disappeared
or appeared. After testing under various pheromone
sensitivity levels and learning abilities for agents, the proposed
model have good performauce [9].

Hasegawa [0] shows that TSP can be applied to complex
physical problems. The temperature cycling experiments is
fonnulated as a random Euclidean TSP and is solved with the
Metropolis algorithm.
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and independeilt variables are likely to be nonlinear;
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B. BackgroundTheory onGPR

Gaussian process is a collection ofrandom variables, any

finite numbeiof which has (consistent) Gaussian distributions.

Multivariate Gaussian distribution is specified by a mean

vector lland covariance matrix I .

f,: (ft, .f,)' - N(P'L)' (1)

A Gaussian processes are parameterizedby a moan function

trt(x) ailcovariance tunction k(x, x) as follow:

f(x')u EP(P(x),k(x,x)). (2)

A normal linear regression model is

y = f(x)*6, wheresI N(0,d2). (3)

A regression model in terms of GPR is

Yr ,> N(p(x),ft(x,x)). (4)

The model qf y as a noise realization of p

T#:yli!lil#,fl,-t, = ?ry: {,1 11x;; }};
i tesi point and latent function'p' = lllx.)

H = h{Ko*flry',f ,

62, : k(x*,x. ) -td (K-+ o',0' k.,

Kr= K*+o2'I'

Amaginal likelihood of GPR is

bs1p(rl4) a -t' xlr -roslxol+ c,

wherec is a constatrt that is independent of the

hyperparameters [11].

C. GPR Extensions

Ebden [12] illustates the GPR concept in a typical

prediction pioUiem. Given a set of random variables I, he

Lxphins that the behavior of lcan be described by an

nnderlying tunction f (x) 
- -,^toogh the

relationl-= f(x)+N(0,>), where N(O,X) is a normal

random vector with rn"* oi zero and covariance m'qtrixX'

Statistical methods can be used to approximate LV 
l)c ) 

by

estimating /(x) from the given setl.

Sollich and Williams [13] use the equivalent

to understand GPR for large sample sizes based

continuum limit. They use EK to estimate leaming

GPR EK provides a simple means to understand the

curve of the behavior of GPR, even in the case

leanrer's covariance function is not well matched

structure of the target function'
Normally, Gaussian process terms have. single

with a stationary covariance function and continuities

the covariance matrix must be positive defrnite'

Osindero [14] develop an infinite mixture model for

model outputs of Gaussian processes with

covariance functions, discontinuities,

overlapping output sigoals. An infinite mixture model

g"o"tatirr"- This model is shown to be better than

*a Cn"muroi [15] model which is a conditional

Boyle and Frean [16] present an alternative to

Gaussian process model with multiple outputs by te
Gaussian ptot.*. with white noise convolved s

smoothing kernels, and parameterizing the kemel i

Generally, GPR inputs must be statistically in

Williams [7] presents GPR with noise whose

depend on inpur They use a natural non-parametic

variable noisi rates and give an effeetive method of

the posterior distibutiou by using the Markov chain

Carlo. When applied to the data set with varying no

6t
:1

posterior noise rates obtained are well matched to the

structure,

m. PRoPosEDGPnronTSP

(s)

(6)

(7)

We use GPR technique for creating a prediction

t,

and solving the TSP' We define our notations as

total distance of samPling tours r ,

r =lr2r3r...rR
path i of the samPling tourln ,

( 0: if path i does not exist on tour r
1 I : if path i exists on tour r

distance of path i.

Our objective function is -

Min y, =Zo,*,,,.
,=l

We apply GPML
Wiltams [18] to fit
prediction function.
termofd below

toolbox develoPed bY

the GPR function and

GPML toolbox defines

d : (Ko + o:I)-lYr ,

thus prediction term is

l:'c:

.spr

:iW
, rnl

xr,i

xr,i

ai
(8)

-43-



objective function for applibd GPR on TSP is ' Using a GPR function' determi[e a route with
minimum distancel .

Min 14 s lW,

x'is a TSP tour.

toolbox use GPR with a squared exponential

function and allow a separate length scale for each

with ARD (Automatic relevance determination) and

noise. The Equation shown below:

Intemational Conference on Computing and Information Technology IC2IT20I I

r Estimate parameters d and covaiiance firnctionfr.

ll =lqd.. (11) in Equations (11) and (13) from shmpling tours and

their corresponding total distance. ;

(12)

D. Transform an optimal solution into a TSP tour

The route we obtain in Part C may not be a TSP tour, so

we need to do a tour constuction from it. We first build

disjoint subtours and connect them to form a TSP tour. The

most obvious subtour is what we have created in Part IIIA.
The reuraining subtours are constnrcted by ri greedy heuristic,

1fo31is sslecring links with small distance first. More details

can be found in Chantapanich's thesis [19].
:

rv. NLIMENcALDPERTMENiS

We fist descnbe details of test problems in Section A and

the results of experiments are shown in Section B.

A. Test problem.s

We use the geographical TSP below to be test problems

[20]:

1. Ulysses22: 22 cines with a possible number of

solution of 1.12x102' 1zZt1 with the optimal

solution of 6,945.2tm.
2. Ulyssesl6: 16 cities with a possible number of

solution of 2.09 x tO13 (tOt) with the optimal

solution of 6,795.8 krn.

3. Burmal4: 14 cities with a possible number of

solution of 8.71x1010 1t+t; with the optimal

solutionof 3,356.1km.

In the experiment, sample sizes of ft are 500, 1500, 2500

and 3500.

B. Results and discussion

In our experimen! we have two control,parameters: z, is

number of nodes in a subtour and .R is the number of random

tours in a sample for creating a GPR function. The results are

shown in Tables I-II and Fig. 1.

Table I shows the predicted minimum distance from the

GPR functions, but these tours may not be form TSP tours.

The underlined numbers are minimum distance for a given

n, . The best cases seem to be when the sample size is largest

(,R:3500). Wecanconcludethatwhen R and r1, inctease

our method seem to predict a better solution. The best

sceuarios for each test problems in Table I are close to the true

optimal solutions, so we can use these lowest predictions to be

our target to find TSP tours as shown in Table II.

1 oj exp(* 
f,t*. - 

*,)' M(x. - x,)) + o:6.,i, (13)

t o, is a hyperparameter, 66o is an indicator firnction

= t'rt p = j euraO otherwi#), M = diag(l)-', *d
a vector of positive value hlperparameter. The steps to

GPR for TSP are explained in details below:

Construct o subtour by a greedy heuristic

the number of nodes in a TSP decreases, d as

can be calculated faster. To reduce the size of the

space or reduce the number of nodes, we constnrct a

ur with z, nodes. First, we search a distance matrix to

a minimum distance 4,. Then these two nodes are

to form a subtour and more nodes with minimum

are added until we get I\ nodes.

Generate sampling tours and their corresponding total

and their corresponding total distance are generated

with a subtour of saenr. We randomly permute

n - nf nodes, by using "Randperm" function in

to fonn a complete tour. We repeat this step fi
Sample tours are combined to form a data matrix X,

dimension is [Rxm), /rt=I(r-;) and its
i=1

total distance into a response vectorl, whose

is[.R x l] .

Use a GPRfunction to approximate an optimal TSP tour

function is created from sampling tours and their
ing total distance for predicting a minimum total

The steps are described as follows:

Determine a s(arting solution, which is a TSP tour,
for a GPML toolbox frrnction "minimize".
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TABLE I. PREDICTED MINIMUMDISTANCi FROM A GPRFT]NCTION

LIlvsses22

.R

nt 500 1,500 2,500 3,500

0

2

4

6

10

t2
t4

12,493.4 12,246.8 11,966.7 11.694.5

11,193.1 11,188.5 10,584.0 10.579.6

10,175.1 9,578.1 9.565.3 10,i37.2

9,929.3 8.869.2 9,398.7 9,013.7

8,316.8 9,162.2 9,131.3 7.043.2

6,699.8 6,697.2 6.379.9 9,138.9

9.222.8 6,137.8 9,217.5 6.093.C

Ulvssesl6
0

2

4

6

9.080.1 10,308.0 9,829.0 9,289.8

9,180.7 8.362.2 8,474.6 8,955.4

7.454.6 7,590.5 7,571.8 7,763.3

7.944.5 7.492.9 7,040.0 6.898.9

Burmal4
0
,,

4

4,305.5 4,1319 4,253.3 ' 3.803.'

4,237.7 4,305.2 3.852.2 4,136.'t

4.044.3 3.454.5 4,018.3 3.830.4

TABLEII. DSTANCE OFTSP TOI'RS.

Figure l. Percentage of deviation between predicted total distance

optimal values when R =3500.

As expected we see that as the test problems

more difficult (higher number of cities), the di

TSP tours deviate from the optimal tours significantly.

Burmal4 problem, the best relative deviation is

whereas for the Ulysses22 problem, the best relative

is 33%. The benefit of reducing the search space by:i

61s4r'ing a subtour (nr, 0) is greater for a large test

In Fig. 1, we see that the relative deviations of nt
and 14 are smaller than the case with n.r: 0.

Ulyssess22 problem, while setting nf :2 and4 dorrot

help improve the quality of the solutions.

Considering that our heuristic sees only a

fraction of the search space, less than 4x l0
perforrnance is impressive. For the test problem

cities, our TSP tour gives the distance within T% tn

the optimal distance, ignoring the possible outlier
The numerical results seom to suggest that we get

solution when we increase the sample size ,R '

Figure 2. 957o Confidence Intervals of repeating experiment at

However those results. shown in Table II afld

Ir

iDo

Lir
e(
rIc

Ulvsses22

nf
ft

500 1,500 2,500 3,500

0

2

4

6

10

t2
t4

13,t74.3 12,592.2 14,206.2 11,694.5

13,037.2 13,326.6 13,059.6 L1,879.7

11,905.6 .10,900.8 12,292.0 12,236.0

12,006.4 12,156.9 12,237.4 15,064.9

9,917.0 10,034;7 1r,529.5 10,610.4

9,624.2 9,847.6 9,476.0 9,583.9

9.222.8 10,712.9 10,528.5 9,222.8

Ulvssesl6

0

2

4
6

9,572.2 11,282.0 12,991.0 9,289.8

9,761.5 11,993.8 9,994.8 10,393.2

7,454.6 8,387.1 8,853.7 10,507.5

9-729.9 8.949.0 8.440.0 6,898.9

Burma14
0

2

4

4,305.5 4,237.9 4,705.7 3,886.1

6,285.2 5,130.6 6,005.5 5,250.1

5.602.5 4.289.9 5.483.9 4,742.6

-45-

based on one experiment for each case. To see the
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qe repeat experiments again and the result shown in

Fig. 2, we see that if /1, increases, the 95Yo of
intervals are shorter. As a result, ourpredictions are
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,cise when we increase lrl . Moreover, 95%o interrtals

the lowest optimal solution. Thus, if c/e re,peat the

)s

F
rlY,

7
t 1,:1

we will have more opportudty to get better

TSP tours.

V. CONCLUSION

apply GPR to TSP with an initial numerical

Our idea is to reduce the size of the problem by
creating a subtour. Then we use a small sample of

to create a GPR function 31d minimizs it to get the

with the minimum distance. Then it is transformed
TSP tour. In our numerical experiment, we show that

istic performs quite well. In particular, when the

size R increases, the predicted results are better.

, when the number of nodes in a subtour n,
the distances of ow TSP tours are closer to the tue

ones. We expect our heuristic to improve if we can

better method for a tour construction in the last step.
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